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PRESENTATION OUTLINE

1.Sheets
2.Forms
5.Sharing
6.Create and Make Changes to a 
Smartsheet Dashboard



SMARTSHEET OVERVIEW

Working with Smartsheet is all about easily sharing 
data in your sheets with your team, with clients or 
with any other internal or external stakeholders

Smartsheet is a popular tool for collaborating with
colleagues, tracking project progress, managing shared
calendars, and sharing documents.

Features: Collaboration, file sharing, mobility, reporting
Cost: Free 30-day account using your personal email address. The 
Individual package is $14 per month and is good for people who want 
to be more efficient and collaborate with anyone involved in a project.
Availability: Diverse functionality and cloud-based project 
management platform that uses an enhanced spreadsheet-like 
interface.



1. Collaboration, file sharing, mobility, reporting

2. Sharing and manage files and collaborate with 
team members through real-time conversations.

3.You can view a sheet as a grid, Gantt chart, 
calendar, or in a card view.

4. Sharing your work with others, including using the 
mobile app.

SMARTSHEET FEATURES



Cost: Free 30-day account using your personal email 
address. The Individual package is $14 per month 
and is good for people who want to be more efficient 
and collaborate with anyone involved in a project.

Availability: Diverse functionality and cloud-based 
project management platform that uses an enhanced 
spreadsheet-like interface.



https://www.smartsheet.com/
Try Smartsheet for Free button and create a 

free 30 day account using your personal email 
address.

https://www.smartsheet.com/


1. Sheets



And you can choose from any of these 
templates to create a new sheet from scratch 

1.1. Creating sheets







Let us choose Grid Template to build a sheet 
from Scratch



Create a sheet with a specific name



Now, it's important to name your columns properly because that's how 
you sort and manage the reports, dashboards and forms you can build 
with your sheets. The most important column as its name implies is 
the primary column. primary column 

contains key 

information about 

each row in your 

sheet. So, for 

example, if I was 

using the sheet to 

manage an 

upcoming 

project that 

involves several 

separate tasks I 

could double 

click the primary 

column and I'll call 

this column Task 

Name and click 

OK. And then you 

can start entering 

the various tasks.



Step#1: For example upcoming project that 
involves several separate tasks 



Step#2: Now, in the second column I may 
want to list the employees to assign these 
various tasks to I'll double click it and I'll call 
it Assigned To. Then assigned column type



Step#3: Designate this as a contact list 
type and email address



Step#4: Next column will be status- I might choose 

symbols which allows me to apply visual symbols to 

each cell to indicate in this case the status of each 

task I might choose flags or priority symbols and so 

on. It is up to you to choose the best properties for 

each column for example blue completed and green 
nearly completed , etc.



Step#5: Next Columns Start date and due 
Date and designate them as a date



1.2. Rows and hierarchy



Indent bar in the tool bar that makes the business case 
as a child raw in the Q planning raws



1.2. More Options



Work in Card View



Work in Gantt View
Another useful way to view your sheets is in the Gantt chart view. Gantt 
charts offer a timeline-based view of your work, giving you a visual 
representation of your schedule and the relationship between your 
tasks. Now in order to use Gantt View, you have to have at least two date-
based columns in your sheet.



Work in Calendar View You can also import google, 
outlook, and apple  calendar



2. Forms



With Smartsheet you can create forms to make 

it easier and faster to collect data. After creating 

a form, you can share it with a web link so team 

members, clients or anyone else can easily 

submit information and files that are then 

collected and saved directly in your sheet. You 

can create forms for things like event 

registrations, customer feedback, surveys and 

more.

Creating a form 



Creating a form 



1. Importing form: As an example Excel File 0401.Excel. Ready file with header  



It is  call this project request form and leave 
everything else as is and click import. So, let's say 
we're creating a form that customers or potential 
customers can use to request design work from my 
company. You can see the sheet already has columns 
in place to



1. Creating New Form



1

2

3

4



1. Setting up Form columns



Setting up company size  



Setting up start Date as a Date  



Setting up start Date as a dropdown (Single 
Select)  



Setting up retuning Customer 



Open the form to check the changes 





Setting up Project Description to multiple lines



We can add fields and columns

Add field

Remove  
Column



Add a notification workflow 
In Smartsheet, you can set up notifications so you and 
your team will receive an alert as soon as a user 
submits one of your forms. With notifications, you 
can act on the incoming data as quickly as possible.

In automation menu. This is where you can set up automated 

workflows that trigger when certain events happen in your 

sheet. For example, you can send alerts to Slack or Microsoft 
Teams or set a reminder

Alert Someone



Alert Someone

1

2

3

Change the Trigger

Other Options

Or send to 
everyone showed 
to this sheetOr to Customize 

message

Automation – Create a Workflow



Close the automation window. Now I and 
my team will receive a notification email any 
time a customer submits a project 
request through this form.



3. Sharing

Working with Smartsheet is all about easily 
sharing data in your sheets with your team, 
with clients or with any other internal or 
external stakeholders



How sharing works in 

Smartsheet?



First it is important understand the permission 
levels First of all, sharing 

permission levels are 

set by the person who 

shares the item  . When 

you share an item with 

someone they'll need to 

log in to Smartsheet to 

access it. And you can 

stop sharing an item or 

change a collaborator's 

permission level at any 

time. So starting from 

the bottom of this list, a 

viewer can only see the 

sheet itself. They can 

see its entire 

contents, but they can't 

edit or change the 

document in any 

way. They can only 

read it.



Anytime you or any of the people you've shared a sheet 

with update that sheet, you'll all see those changes in real 

time, so everyone is always working with the most up to date 

version of the sheet, regardless of whether they're accessing the 

sheet from a Mac, Windows, IOS, or Android device.
So to share an entire sheet, as we've 

seen, we click the share button up 

here, and then enter the names of the 

people you want to invite to 

collaborate on the sheet. This can be 

a combination of individual people or 

groups. If you're sharing with a 

group, you can click the menu next to 

the group name and view the group 

members to make sure you want to 

share with each person listed here. If 

you want to exclude certain 

people, you can choose the expand 

option, which breaks out each person 

from the group as an individual and 

you can eliminate the names you don't 

want to share this sheet with. Then 

choose a permission level for the 

people you're sharing with. Everyone 

in the collaborator's list will have the 

same permission level that you assign 

here. The exception is if any of the 

collaborators already has access to 
the sheet with a higher permission 

All sharing is happing in a real 

time 



After clicking share sheet you see this page 
and the email will be sent  



4. Create and Make 

Changes to a Smartsheet 

Dashboard

Dashboards act as Project management Hub !



What is a Dashboards in Smartsheet?

As a summary at a Glance

1. Track Metrics

2. See status

3. Immediate Insight

Information Hub

1. Consolidate Information

2. Quick Access

Example Metric Driven  View

750 sites or projects inn 
this dashboard 



Example of HR Resource Centre



Single Project Management Dashboard Example

Smartsheet Dashboard with Widgets



To begin we need three 

steps/smartsheet  products to build a 

Dashboard these are:

1. Raw data sheet has all raw data in it
2. Metric sheet has all the calculation for 

computing metrics are going to be shown 
on the dashboard

3. The Dashboard  itself



Step#1: Raw data sheet 

Create new sheet



Create example raw data Sheet



Step#2: Metric Sheet

Three 
Metrics

=countif(range, criterion)



Step#3: Building the Dashboard



1.On the left Navigation Bar, click the Solution 
Center (plus) icon.
2.In the left panel, click Create, and select 
the Dashboard/Portal tile.
3.Type a name for your dashboard and then 
click OK. A new, blank dashboard appears.
4.Click the pencil icon in the upper-right hand 
corner to edit your dashboard or select edit 
dashboard from the edit menu to begin adding 
information to your dashboard. Visit the Dashboard 
Widgets article for more information about widget 
types and how to configure them.
5.After you add widgets, you can make changes to 
its size and location:

1. To move a widget to a new location, you 
can click and drag it, or you can cut and 
paste it in a new location.

2. To resize the widget, click and drag the 
lower-right corner of the widget.

6.Click Save in the upper-right corner of the 
dashboard to save your changes.

Solution Centre

Dashboard/Portal

Step#3: Building the Dashboard

https://help.smartsheet.com/articles/518558


Create a new dashboard
1.On the left Navigation Bar, click the Solution 
Center (plus) icon.
2.In the left panel, click Create, and select 
the Dashboard/Portal tile.
3.Type a name for your dashboard and then click OK. 
A new, blank dashboard appears.
4.Click the pencil icon in the upper-right hand corner 
to edit your dashboard or select edit dashboard from 
the edit menu to begin adding information to your 
dashboard. Visit the Dashboard Widgets article for 
more information about widget types and how to 
configure them.
5.After you add widgets, you can make changes to its 
size and location:

1. To move a widget to a new location, you can 
click and drag it, or you can cut and paste it in 
a new location.

2. To resize the widget, click and drag the lower-
right corner of the widget.

6.Click Save in the upper-right corner of the 
dashboard to save your changes.

Create a new 
dashboard and Add 
widgets

https://help.smartsheet.com/articles/518558


Add widgets



Add widgets
Click and  
Add Data





1.Smartsheet for Microsoft Teams
2.Publish smartsheet as an App
3.Connect smartsheet to power BI
4.Connect smartsheet to SQL server
5.Connect smartsheet to Tableau



Thanks


